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Abstract: In recent years, aluminium and its hybrid
composites receiving more attention due to its excellent property
combinations like improved mechanical properties, better wear
and high corrosion resistance, ease to process and probably
reduced production cost etc.. Composite is made of two phases one
is matrix and another one is reinforcement. The performance of
composite highly depends on some key factors that decide overall
performance and they are properties of constituent phases,
reinforcement size, reinforcement distribution in the matrix and
their interfacial interaction. Particle reinforced metal matrix
composites (particulate metal matrix composites- PMMCs) are
becoming more popular due to their low cost, easy to process and
compatible to conventional processing techniques. Also they give
isotropic properties. The most commonly used reinforcements are
carbides, oxides and nitrides. A lot of research has taken place
including carbide and oxide as a reinforcement particles for
aluminum matrix composites (AMCs) and hybrid aluminium
matrix composites (HAMCs) while there is a bit research lag in
use of nitride as a reinforcement for development of AMCs and
HAMCs. Recent competitive market demands the material having
better combination of properties, cost effectiveness and
eco-friendly nature. Present article focused on to study the
microstructural features, physical properties, mechanical and
tribological behavior of aluminium matrix composites when
reinforced with silicon nitride particles (Si3N4). Potential area of
applications has also been suggested on the basis of literature
data. In this review a comprehensive study has done for current
scientific development carried out in Al based Si3N4 composites
as well as its future scope has also been discussed.
Keywords: Particle reinforced metal matrix composites
(PMMCs), silicon nitride (Si3N4) particles, aluminium matrix
composites, hybrid aluminium matrix composites.

I. INTRODUCTION
Metal matrix composites (MMCs) are growing continuously.
In this, metal is used as matrix while ceramic or other organic
compounds are taken as reinforcement. Auminium (Al),
magnesium (Mg) and titanium(Ti) are light in weight
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and due to this reason they are widely used as metallic matrix
material [1- 3]. Ceramic reinforced metal matrix composites
are found to be very prominent materials for the purpose of
structural applications due to its excellent property
combinations like ductility, toughness, high strength, high
modulus; which is the result of interaction of its constituting
phases i.e. metal matrix and ceramic reinforcement [4–5].
Type of reinforcement and fabrication method of the
composite play an important role to influence the physical
and mechanical properties of the composites [6]. Shape of the
reinforcement may be fiber, particulate or whiskers type;
fiber and particulates are most commonly used shape of the
reinforcement. A proper selection of matrix & reinforcement
and shape of the reinforcement is highly desirable for
property improvement of the composite [7-9]. In recent
years, aluminium and its alloys are most widely used
non-ferrous metals and getting more popularity due to its
high strength to weight ratio, easy to fabricate, and low
production cost [10,11,12]. Aluminum metal matrix
composites (AMMCs) reinforced with ceramic particles are
simple & easy to process and also have the potential to give
tailored property combinations [13]. These tailored property
combinations make composites more promising for
automobiles and aerospace applications [14-16]. High
hardness and low coefficient of thermal expansion are some
of common properties of ceramic reinforcements which give
a rise to direct and indirect strengthening of final aluminium
composite [17,18,19]. Automobiles components that works
under friction and temperature environment are
manufactured by hard ceramic composites and for this SiC,
B4C, Al2O3, Si3N4 are widely used to develop AMMCs
[20-22]. From the literature it is found that the nitride ceramic
reinforcement (AIN, Si3N4) are propitious materials for the
development AMMCs as they have high heat conductivity,
high specific modulus, low density and stability at high
temperature. Hybrid metal matrix composite (HMMC) is the
class of composite in which metal matrix is reinforced by two
or more reinforcements [22-24]. Now a days concept of
HAMCs is in lime light because they offer flexibility in terms
of selection of reinforcements to obtain the desired
properties of final composite and more reliable to the desired
expectations [25,26]. Discontinuous metal matrix composites
may be fabricated by a no of manufacturing processes;
among them stir casting considered as important one and also
used commercially. It is a liquid metallurgical route of
manufacturing of composites.
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In this method reinforcement is introduced in the molten
metal and to achieve uniform dispersion in melt mechanical
stirrer is used. It is inexpensive, simple, flexible and easily
applicable for mass production which make it advantageous
[27]. Its production capacity and cost effectiveness give it
more attention [28]. Some factors are being considered with
the use of stir casting for developing aluminium metal matrix
composites, this includes: obtaining homogeneous
distribution of hard ceramic or reinforcing particles within
the matrix, establishing wettability between matrix and
reinforcement phase to get good intermetallic bond and
minimizing the porosity in MMCs. These factors can be
achieved by taking proper position of stirrer, its geometry,
furnace temperature according to properties of used matrix
and reinforcements [29,30].
The present article is focused on to review the outcome when
Si3N4 is used as a reinforcement to develop the AMMCs,
what is its feasibility with aluminium matrix and property
enhancement after its introduction etc . It is found from the
literature the Silicon nitride (Si3N4) has excellent
mechanical and wear properties along with high thermal
shock resistance, good thermal conductivity hence as a
reinforcement it is feasible to use for fabricating AMMCs
[31]. From the different studies it also found that Al/Si3N4
AMCs offer high strength to weight ratio compared to that of
unreinforced alloy [32]. Silicon nitride based composites
have the potential to be used as a advanced structural material
since it offers excellent property combinations for example
high mechanical strength, good resistance to wear and
corrosion, high chemical and thermal stability at normal
ambient and elevated temperature [33].Low density, high
melting point, good wear resistance and toughness make this
non-oxides ceramic attractive to use for various applications
e.g. to use as bearing material [34-37]. Manufacturing of
Heat exchangers, bearings, engine components, turbine
blades are some of the areas where Si3N4 are used
prominently [38].
This review will comprehensively cover physical,
mechanical, microstructural and tribological properties of
AA/Si3N4 composites and also lights on its future
perspectives.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW
A. Physical Properties : Density & Porosity
Pardeep et al. [30] investigated the effect of change of wt%
composition of Si3N4 on density and porosity of final
composite material (AA6082/Si3N4) and found very small
effect of its presence on density as initially (alloy AA6068)
the density was 2.69gm/cm3 with 0wt% Si3N4 while it is
2.75gm/cm3 with 12 wt% Si3N4 as shown in table. 1. High
density of Si3N4 (3.44gm/cm3) may be the reason of this
density rise.Table.1 also shows the porosity rise with the
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Fig.1: Sintering temperature effect on different sample
density [39]
increment of Si3N4wt%. Presence of impurities in both
phases may be the reason of this porosity rise. [30].Arik [39]
had reported that the density of different sample
(mechanically & ball milled samples Al/Si3N4 of 5,10,15 wt
% ) goes up with increasing the sintering temperature and
achieved its maximum value as 6600C sintering temperature
has reached and then goes down as displayed in fig. 1. The
highest value was obtained for 10 wt% of Si3N4. Consistent
spreading of the reinforcement is responsible for this density
rise. Furthermore, Ramesh et al. [40] examined that the
forging improves the porosity of AA6061 which may be due
to the elimination of minor flaws that comes during the
casting of the AA6061 alloy and AA6061/Si3N4 composite.
The porosity variation is shown in Table.2, that shows there
is a rise in porosity as wt% increases. Sharma et. al [41] had
proposed from experiment that the density of the
Al6082/(ball-milled Si3N4-Gr) hybrid composite increases
as the wt% of reinforcements increase. The density increased
by 10.33%; the reason behind this rise is the high density of
reinforced material. Similarly the apparent porosity also get
increased with rise in wt%; it increase by 0.37 to 1.64%
which may be due to impurities in Al and Si3N4/Gr.
According to Bai et al. [42], density is poor with Al2O3/15
and 20 wt% of the Si3N4 composite due to presence of
several number of pores at grain boundaries but it get
increased and offer high density with 25wt% Si3N4.
Shalby et al. [43] performed the experiment on
A359/Sic-Si3N4 and found that the density increased as the
wt% of reinforcement increased; it is due to high density of
reinforcing material. It is also reported that the density
increased for squeezed cast composite as compare to as cast
composite which may be attributed to application of pressure
during squeeze casting process. After squeezing process,
Porosity get decreased.
Senel et al.
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[44] observed that composite (Al-Si3N4) formed via Powder
metallurgy (P/M route) route give an increase in apparent
density from 2.51 to 2.55 gm/cm3, and concluded that with
the addition of Si3N4 even via P/M route, the density get
increased and it increases up to 9 wt% of Si3N4 and on
further increment of Si3N4 density get decreased, may be due
to agglomeration.

inter-dendritic system of Al-Si eutectic while composite for

Fig.2: SEM image for Pure Si3N4 Powder [49]
all compositions indicates the presence of Si3N4
reinforcement particles in the matrix along with Mg2Si
precipitates as in fig.3(b-e, optical micrograph images),
here magnesium and silicon are main constituent of matrix
(AA6082). Fig. 4(a) represents SEM image of casted
B. Microstructural features
Attainment of uniform distribution of reinforcement in the
matrix and avoiding the chances of agglomeration is the
primary objective for the development of material. This can
be verified by microstructural analysis with the help of
optical microscopy, SEM or TEM analysis.
XIU et al. [45] fabricated (Si3N4)p/Al composite by
pressure infiltration method using three volume fraction of
Si3N4 (45%, 50% and 55%) . For microstructural analysis
optical micrographs and SEM images have taken. It revealed
the well infiltrated composites (Al/Si3N4) with uniform
particle distribution and no apparent porosity or significant
casting defects. Also observed high dislocation density
around Si3N4 particles in Al matrix. J. Fayomi et al. [46]
developed AA8011/ZrB2-Si3N4 hybrid metal matrix
composites by double steps stir casting process using
reinforcement as 0, 5, 10, 15 & 20 wt % (half & equal of
each reinforcement). Optical micrograph revealed uniform
dispersion for last three composition (i.e. 10, 15, 20 wt%)
while composite with
5wt% reinforcement
possess small clustering, which may be due to stirring
process. It is also found that there was a strong intermetallic
bonding and excellent wettability along with uniform
dispersion for last three composition which may be
attributed to the process parameters used during double step
stir casting [47,48]. SEM images also detect the same result
with no small clustering and no visible micro-cracks.
fig.2 shows SEM image of pure Si3N4 ceramic particle done
by Pardeep Sharma et al. [49]. They characterized the cast
AA6082 alloy with 0 wt% of Si3N4 and AMCs for all
composition by optical microscope. Optical micrograph
image as in fig.3 (a) reveals the microstructure of cast
AA6082 that contains solid solution of Al with
Fig.3. “Optical micrographs of cast AA6082-Si3N4
AMCs: (a) 0% Si3N4, (b) 3% Si3N4, (c) 6% Si3N4, (d)
9% Si3N4 and (e) 12% Si3N4” [49].
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AA6082 while Fig. 4(b)–(e) display the SEM images of shows rich interfaces between matrix and reinforcement.
AMCs for different wt% of Si3N4, it reveals he presence of Microstructure images by Sharma et al. [50] reported that,
Si3N4 particulates in matrix. Some places occurred with there were a uniform dispersion of Si3N4 and nano graphite
clustering of Si3N4 particles which may be due to density particles in AA6061 alloy while the composite is fabricated
difference between Si3N4 particles (3.44gm/cm3) and via stir casting route. Amigo et al. [51]
aluminium (2.7 gm/cm3). SEM images in Fig. 4(f)–(g)
fabricated aluminium composite by different wt% (5, 10 and 15%) of Si3N4 in AA 6061 matrix via powder metallurgy route.
The optical micrographs reveals uniform distribution of Si3N4 without clustering.

Fig.4: “SEM Photo micrographs of cast AA6082-Si3N4 AMCs: (a) 0 wt% Si3N4, (b) 3 wt% Si3N4, (c) 6 wt% Si3N4,
(d) 9 wt% Si3N4, (e) 12 wt% Si3N4, (f) 3 wt% Si3N4 and (g) 12 wt% Si3N4” [49].
up to a certain level of temperature. Shalby et al. [43] studied
C. Mechanical Properties
the hardness of Sic and Si3N4 reinforced A 359 alloy
This section is focused on effect of the Si3N4 introduction in composite and found that the wt% of reinforcement and aging
Al matrix for hardness and tensile strength.
time affects the micro- hardness of composite. Hardness
increases in wavy form (I.e. with peaks and valleys) as aging
C- 1
Hardness
time increases and after a certain value of aging time it get
Arik [39] performed hardness test for Al/10wt% Si3N4 and decreased . Hardness improves as the wt % increases may be
observed that the hardness of mechanical milled composite
due to high hardness of the reinforcement. Fogognalo et al.
samples is greater than the conventional mixed composite
[52,53] investigated that the mechanical milling increases the
samples (coarser grain distribution) due to homogeneity of hardness for composite (AA6061/5wt% Si3N4) formed by
the mixture and fine size particle distribution that helps to powder metallurgy and it increases continuously with the
grow the hardness with the sintering temperature and it
milling time i.e. from 0 to 10 hrs.
reached to its maximum value at 660⁰C sintering
temperature. After this temperature hardness gets decreased
may be due to fractional melting of the composite. Diffusion
at high temperature may be the reason for hardness increment
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Although the ductility or elongation decreases and become
minimum at 4.5 hrs milling time thereafter it increases
slightly with milling time. Ramesh et al. [40,54] observed the
hardness of AA6061/Si3N4 composite formed by stir casting
method improved by 42.23% due to increase in wt% (0 to
10wt% ) of reinforcement i.e hard silicon nitride coated with

Reinforcement
(wt%)
0
3
6
9
12

NI-P. This rise in hardness may be attributed to hard ceramic
particle which resist the indentation along with the
differences in thermal expansion coefficient between the
phases (matrix & reinforcement).

Table.3: Effect of change in wt% of the reinforcement on hardness [56,57].
AA6082/ball milled (Gr+Si3N4)
AA6082/Si3N4
Micro-hardness
Macro-hardness
Micro-hardness (VHN)
Macro-hardnes
(VHN)
(BHN)
s (BHN)
49.50
72.00
76.00
81.00
84.00

31.60
40.00
43.00
47.00
50.50

49.50
82.00
86.00
91.00
93.50

Sharma et al. [50] tested & found the Al6061/ (n-Gr/Si3N4)
hybrid composite’s micro hardness improved with wt% of
reinforcing phase and the reason behind this improvement is
use of hard reinforcing material. Amigo et al. [51] reported
that composite is more favorable for aging to increase its
hardness than unreinforced alloy and also composite takes
less aging time for hardness improvement. He also reported
that 15wt % of Si3N4 gives highest hardness. Sharma et al.
[55,56,57] investigated micro and macro-hardness of the
final composite (as in Table.3) and found gathering of hard
ceramic into matrix hinders the plastic deformation and give
rise to the hardness.
Keshavamurthy et al. [58] revealed the influence of ice, water
and air quenching medium on the micro-hardness of
AA6061/Si3N4 composites and found that the all quenching
medium give a rise in hardness and % increment is 37, 18 and
11 % for ice, water and air medium respectively. Ambigai et
al. [59] observed that the highest hardness is achieved with
hybrid composite Al/(Gr+Si3N4) which is 91.3 HV after that
composite (Al/nano-Si3N4) and at last with composite
reinforced by graphite( Al/Gr) having values 78.5 HV and
74.6 HV respectively. Accumulation of hard reinforcement

31.60
48.00
51.50
55.00
58.00

my be cause behind this hardness rise . Sharma et al. [60]
derived that the better spreading due to ball milling of hard
particles also influences to the micro & macro hardness of the
Al hybrid composite, as the composition taken by them i.e
Al/ball-milled (B4C/Si3N4). They reported increment in
hardness as rise in wt% of reinforcement.
C- 2
Tensile Behavior
Amigo et al. [51] developed extruded AA6061/Si3N4 (0, 5,
and 15wt%) composites by powder metallurgy route and
investigated the ultimate tensile strength or simply tensile
strength (TS) and yield tensile strength or simply yield
strength(YS) for hot extruded and T6 heat treated hot
extruded composites and on the basis of mechanical property
enhancement, it is found that the T6 treatment has better
advantages over extruded composite. as shown in Table.4. It
was also reported that the mechanical property depends more
on particle distribution of reinforcement rather than vol.
fraction. T6 treatment improves the strength and ductility of
the low wt% composite ( 5wt% Si3N4) which may be due to
lower clustering and uniform distribution of precipitates.

Table.4: Effect of variation in wt% of silicon nitride on mechanical properties of as hot extruded and T6 treated
composite[51].
Wt% of
As Hot Extruded Composite
T6 Treated Composite
reinforcement
(after hot extruded)
TS
YS 0.2% E(%)
TS
YS 0.2% E(%)
(MPa)
(MPa)
(MPa)
(MPa)
0
193
103
31.2
306
181
11.1
5
215
98
16.3
351
230
11.5
10
217
114
14.4
321
216
8
15
197
110
6.6
319
212
5.7

Fogognalo et al. [52] investigated that the mechanical milling
offers heavy impact on the mechanical characteristics of the
composite (AA6061/5 wt% Si3N4). They reported increased
tensile strength and increased directly with respect to milling
time (from 0 to 10 hrs) but elongation rate decreases as
milling time increased and reached to its minimum after 4.5
hrs of milling. Ramesh et al. [40,54] observed that increasing
in wt% silicon nitride coated by Ni-P affects the tensile
strength of composite and it is improving as displayed in
fig.5. Findings of Mabuchi et al. [61] is whiskers offer high
tensile strength over particulate reinforcement for the
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composite AA6061/Si3N4. This may be due to the more
uniform distribution of the reinforcement. Figure 6 is taken
from research article of XIU et al. [45], fig.6(a) reveals that
there is decrement in flexural or bending strength with
incremental change in volume percentage of silicon nitride
for heat treated and casted samples too
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Bending Modulus(GPa)

Fig.6(b): Effect of vol fraction of Si3N4 and T6
treatment on bending modulud of Al/Si3N4
composites different composite of differnt
volume fraction [45]

It is also concluded from the same fig that bending strength
increased in high amount if composite is heat treated for a
particular volume fraction. Fig.6 (b) shows the variation of
bending modulus and depicts that it increased in small
amount with the increment in volume fraction of
reinforcement for both casted and heat treated samples. It is
also concluded from the same fig. that a little increment has
taken place possibly due to precipitation strengthening
phenomenon caused by heat treatment.

144
142
140
138
136
134
132
130
45

50

55

Volume Fraction (%)
As Cast

T6 Treated

Fig.7. Tensile strength for (a) Al/Si3N4 composite and (b)
Al/Gr−Si3N4 hybrid composite [59]
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Stress-strain diagram after performing tensile test by R.
Ambigai and S. Prabhu [59] shown in fig.7 (a,b) the curve
shows the variation of stress with respect to change in strain
for composite and hybrid composite. It contains elastic zone,
yield plateau, strain hardening phenomenon, a continuous
increment in stress with respect to strain till it reaches to its
ultimate point and drop of stress until fracture occurs. From
the fig it found that the tensile strength (ultimate strength)
improves due to hybridization and it is improved by 58%
[142.8 MPa for (a) to 226.3 MPa for (b) ] while there is a little
decrement in ductility.
P. Sharma et al. [57] reported that with the incremental
change of Si3N4 (0 to 12 %) particle in AA6082 matrix
tensile strength improved by 25% (from 161.5 MPa to 201
MPa) while ductility decayed by 51% (from 8.7 to 4.3).
D. Tribological Properties
Influence of silicon nitride as a reinforcement on the wear
behavior like wear rate and coefficient of friction (COF) of
aluminium composite is discussed herein this section.
AMMCs have found different engineering applications
where high wear and friction resistance are much desirable
property for enhancing the life of component. It is highly
necessary to minimize the wear loss whenever surface to
surface contact is there [64]. Many researchers have put their
efforts continuously to overcome this wear loss and
investigating and optimizing dominating parameters for wear
phenomenon for example load, sliding velocity, sliding
distance etc. [65]. Sharma et al. [50] have worked for
optimization of different wear parameters like load, sliding
distance, sliding velocity for dry sliding wear response of the
Al6061/(Si3N4+ n-Gr) hybrid composites using “response
surface methodology (RSM) and genetic algorithm(GA)”. It
is confirmed from RSM plot that to minimize the wear loss
the optimized condition is” high wt% of reinforcement, low
sliding speed, low sliding distance and high load”. SEM
images of the worn surfaces confirms the mechanism of the
wear for optimized condition and that was “abrasive,
adhesive and fretting wear mechanism”. Keshavamurthy et
al. [58] developed Al6061-10wt%Si3N4 composite by stir
casting route and measured COF and rate of wear for casted
and hot forged alloy and reinforced samples on the
pin-on-disc wear tester under certain condition of loading and
speed. They found 20% & 25% reduction in COF for casted
and forged sample rspectively.. The fall in COF with addition
of Si3N4 may be attributed to anti-frictional nature of
reinforced particles. It is also found that the heat treatment
affects to COF for both cast and forged systems and the heat
treated forged composite has higher COF as compare to cast
alloy and its composites.
Ambigai et al. [59] investigated the wear rate for Al/Gr and
Al/nano-Si3N4 composites and Al/Gr-Si3N4 hybrid
composites and found that it is directly varies with respect to
applies load and this may be due to large area in contact with
increment in the load and wear rate goes increases.
Furthermore it is also derived that the Al with Gr gives lowest
value of wear rate and COF that may be due to the fact that Gr
has better solid lubrication characteristics hence it forms a
tribo-layer between the contacting surfaces.. Radhika et al.
[66] reported that the wear rate increases with applied load
when performed wear test on “homogeneous and functionally
graded LM25 aluminium (Al) reinforced with silicon nitride
(10wt%, 40 µm) particles through liquid metallurgy and
centrifugal casting”. This increment in wear rate may be due
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to more surface area in contact and get decreased with
rotating speed of rubber wheel may be due to entrenchment
of sand particles. Ramesh et al. [67,68] studied that COF of
Al6061/(different wt% of Si3N4) composite decreases with
incremental change in weight percentage of the
reinforcement and load while with sliding speed it get
increased. Formation of tribochemical layer is the cause
behind low COF with incremental load also it is concluded
that load and sliding speed directly affects to wear rate and it
decreased non linearly with increment in reinforcement and
load. Sharma et al. [55,69] investigated for
Al6082-(Si3N4+Gr) composites that the wear rate directly
varies with load and sliding distance while decreases with
increased weight fraction of reinforcement and sliding speed.
The ANOVA results depict that the sliding distance play a
key wear affecting factor for composite.
III. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Achieving a noticeable property combination requires
homogeneous dispersion of reinforcement in metal matrix.
To obtain the homogeneous distribution processing
parameters like temperature, time, speed in case of stir
casting, stirrer geometry etc. play a very important role, so
they must be taken into consideration during the processing
of composite. Some preprocessing parameters like type of
reinforcement, its shape and size are very important. From
the literature it is found that the stir casting is widely used
method to fabricate composite and hybrid composite due to
its simplicity, and cost effectiveness although agglomeration
or clustering of reinforcement is the major issues with this
method. However some precaution for avoiding impurities in
Al & reinforcement and additional effort like preheating of
reinforcing particles, addition of some wettability agent,
degasing tablets etc. may reduce the chances of
agglomeration, porosity and wettability problem. Powder
metallurgy method may be a good alternative of stir casting
since with this method it is easy to achieve the homogeneous
dispersion and sufficient wettability. It is also found that heat
treatment and thermo mechanical treatment have the
potential to remove casting defects hence these two treatment
may be frequently used in practice to get the better output.
Si3N4 offers excellent property combinations for example
high mechanical strength, good wear and corrosion
resistance, high chemical and thermal stability at low and
high temperature. From the study it is found that Si3N4 is
feasible to use as reinforcement in aluminium matrix and
offers good mechanical, structural and wear properties. From
the literature, it is noted that the Si3N4 is suitable for high
thermal and wear resistant application. From the study of
current research it is confirmed that the Si3N4 is a potential
candidate for reinforcing Al matrix, but very less work has
been carried out for developing Si3N4 based hybrid
aluminium metal matrix composite. So this may be a
potential area to work for future prospects. For hybridization
eco- friendly and cost effective materials like agricultural or
industrial waste e.g. RHA (rice husk ash) & FA (fly ash) may
be used.
Very few work has communicated on the fracture behavior of
the Si3N4 based Al composites. Hence a comprehensive
study may be proposed to analyze the fracture behavior, its
mechanics.
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